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Students in Uniform
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ents with the recreational facili­
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Betita Pays Tribute
To Modest Costa Rican

By PAT GERALD

In the same vein, the following article was
written last spring, but due to various
student activities and the like, the article
did not appear in the issue of The Lawrentian
which covered the period of its writing.

Practically all the students of the 43rd class
and a large number of the Sophomores, Seniors,
and Juniors of the 42nd class do not know
what a Costa Rican is. The only people who
ought to know are those who have lived in
Costa Rica or have visited there. That being
true, the purpose of this article is to acquaint
the non-Kost-Tai people with the customs of
that country.

In 1862, you clipped and chewed your
way through the dialect of the Spaniards
and perhaps observed the pronunciations of
two of their most common words, "Don Pancho" and
"tomate." These are the names of the two
individuals who occupy most of our time
in the 43rd class. The former, of course, takes
up the bulk of the space in our annals. It is
in keeping with your usual custom to call him
"Anch." He is characterized by the phrase
"those people," in which he always means
you and his friends. The latter is a fruit that
is frequently consumed in school. It is
approximately the size of a tomato and has a
rather dull, dry flavor. It is often used to make
cocktails and is occasionally eaten raw.
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Fieweger Climaxes Career
As All-American Hurdler

As All-American Hurdler Fieweger Climaxes Career... 

[Article continues...]

Women's Angle
By Corдеé McCarthy

[Article continues...]

Sportin' A Friend
With Dick McCollum

[Article continues...]

Dine and Dance
The Place
To Go
To Make a Date Complete
La Villa

You Needn't Go Far to SWIM
or to Find a Fine Selection of Swim Trunks at

$2.50

We've knits and gabardines; a few electrified cottons, with both sides, the kind of material that supports these swim trunks till the bill... 

Terry Trimmed Cotton Robe $3.95

A pleat back, a neck tie, or natural pocket with the popular color... 

TIED GOOD CLOTHES

BUETOW'S BEAUTY SHOP
Phone 902 225 E. College Ave.

FOR FINE JEWELRY

Sos
MARK JEWELRY
Phone 1850 212 E. College Ave.

BUETOW'S BEAUTY SHOP
Phone 902 225 E. College Ave.

ROGUE
FREEDOM SHIRT

with B.V.D.

$2.50

to $3.50

AS ADVERTISED IN IQ

Smart for play—practical for work. The popular Rogue Freedom Shirt by B.V.D. See how those casual lines build up the chest and shoulders. Gives real freedom of action, too. Smart V-design needs no shoulder garter and medical laundries guarantee this Shirt to wash satisfactorily.

—Men's Dept., Downstairs—

PETTIBONE'S
Hobby Workshop Opens To Offer Students Chance for Art Work

The Local Art Workshop will be open to all students interested in the field of art. A demonstration of life drawing and an opportunity to sketch from student models will be the feature of every Tuesday. The workshop is for the enrichment of the materials and for the student interested in art. The workshops are free and will be held in the main building of the college, beginning at 3PM. This workshop is associated with the art students. For information contact the art department.

In the afternoon each trainee is required to report for physical training for one hour, five days a week. This training includes both conditioning exercises as calisthenics, running, and strength-building exercises. Calisthenics fill out the daily schedule. The Navy has not yet determined which body-breaking or strength-building exercises will substitute for calisthenics. Beginning at 0615, this training is alternated with a jog around a test course and the obstacle course will be incorporated. Last week each trainee was required to take the Navy strength tests. The "T" scores have not been interpreted, but the students are not permitted to take the Navy strength tests until they have reached the age limit of five minutes is good. The "T" scores have not been interpreted, but the students are not permitted to take the Navy strength tests until they have reached the age limit of five minutes is considered acceptable.
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Strength Tests

Last week each trainee was required to take the Navy strength tests. The "T" scores have not been interpreted, but the students are not permitted to take the Navy strength tests until they have reached the age limit of five minutes is considered acceptable. The "T" scores have not been interpreted, but the students are not permitted to take the Navy strength tests until they have reached the age limit of five minutes is considered acceptable.

Class Changes to End

Class changes can be made up to September 15th, excluding holidays. The "T" scores have not been interpreted, but the students are not permitted to take the Navy strength tests until they have reached the age limit of five minutes is considered acceptable. The "T" scores have not been interpreted, but the students are not permitted to take the Navy strength tests until they have reached the age limit of five minutes is considered acceptable. The "T" scores have not been interpreted, but the students are not permitted to take the Navy strength tests until they have reached the age limit of five minutes is considered acceptable.

Port-Time Position

If you also have a part-time job, call the Dean's office at the Library or the Office of Administration.

Stop in Tonight for a BASKET-BURGER $3c

Hamburger on Bun

Crispy French Fried Potatoes - And Pickle in Basket

SNIDER'S Drug Store

"YOU KNOW THE PLACE"

Phone 754-735

134 E. College Ave.

Cotton "T" Shirts

59c 79c 1.00

These "T" shirts with their round or turtle necks are the thing this season. Any man can put on for sports or lounging. There is a "T" shirt for white or white with navy trim. Small, medium, and large sizes.

Swim Trunks

by B.V.D.

$1.95 to $2.95

B. V. D. swim trunks look swell in your mind and plenty of room for action and sports. Advertisements to the highly fitted style. There are "B" Dwarf trunks with generously cut legs to enhance freedom of motion. From $1.95 to $2.95.

 Registrar Announces Total Enrollment of 567 Lawrenceans
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